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A thoroughly enjoyable sampler of fascinating mathematical problems and their solutions.
 (Science )

Each chapter is a gem of mathematical exposition.... [The book] will not only stretch the imagination of the amateur, but it will also give pleasure to the sophisticated mathematician.
 (American Mathematical Monthly )    

   What is so special about the number 30? How many colors are needed to color a map? Do the prime numbers go on forever? Are there more whole numbers than even numbers? These and other mathematical puzzles are explored in this delightful book by two eminent mathematicians. Requiring no more background than plane geometry and elementary algebra, this book leads the reader into some of the most fundamental ideas of mathematics, the ideas that make the subject exciting and interesting. Explaining clearly how each problem has arisen and, in some cases, resolved, Hans Rademacher and Otto Toeplitz's deep curiosity for the subject and their outstanding pedagogical talents shine through.    

   Text: English (translation)
  Original Language: German 
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Vietnam at WarOxford University Press, 2009
For many Westerners, the Vietnam War summons images of American soldiers patrolling rice paddies, battling an elusive enemy as helicopters circle overhead. But there were, in fact, many Vietnam wars--an anti-colonial war with France, a cold war turned hot with the United States, a civil war between North and South Vietnam and among southern...
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Programming PythonO'Reilly, 2010

	
		If you've mastered Python's fundamentals, you're ready to start using it to get real work done. Programming Python will show you how, with in-depth tutorials on the language's primary application domains: system administration, GUIs, and the Web. You'll also explore how Python is used in databases,...
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A FAREWELL TO ENTROPY: Statistical Thermodynamics Based on InformationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The principal message of this book is that thermodynamics and statistical mechanics will benefit from replacing the unfortunate, misleading and mysterious term entropy with a more familiar, meaningful and appropriate term such as information, missing information or uncertainty. This replacement would facilitate the interpretation of the driving...
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Lua Quick Start Guide: The easiest way to learn Lua programmingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		The easiest way to learn Lua programming

	
		Key Features

		
			The easiest way to learn Lua coding
	
			Use the Lua standard libraries and debug Lua code
	
			Embed Lua as a scripting language using the Lua C API


	
		Book Description

	
		Lua is a...
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Oracle BAM 11gR1 HandbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	An integral component of Oracle SOA and BPM Suite, Oracle BAM Business

	Activity Monitoring (BAM) ultimately empowers business executives to react

	quickly to the changing business situations. BAM enables business service and

	process monitoring through real-time data streaming and operational reports,

	and this book helps you to...
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Getting Started with iPhone SDK, Android and othersEmereo Pty Ltd, 2008

	This book covers the known relative differences between the most popular mobile platform development options for handheld devices such as personal digital assistants, enterprise digital assistants or mobile phones.


	It helps guide developers in choosing a mobile platform for development on Information appliances, and covers iPhone...
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